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Figure 1. An overview of the first encounter with the Sun by Parker Solar Probe. (a) relative occurrence rate of proton radial
speed VpR in one hour intervals. Red triangles are the start and end of the high-rate data collection below 54RS and the green
triangle indicates perihelion at 35.7Rs. (b) same for transverse component VpT of proton velocity in solar equatorial plane, (c)
proton number density np, (d) proton temperature Tp, (e) radial component of magnetic field BR, (f) electron pitch-angle
distribution, and (g) 20−200 keV proton rate. The date, distance r, and latitude λ relative to the solar equator are indicated at
daily intervals.

The prediction of a supersonic solar wind1 was first confirmed by spacecraft near Earth2,3 and later by spacecraft at heliocentric
distances r as small as 62 solar radii (RS)4. These missions showed that plasma accelerates as it emerges from the corona,
aided by unidentified processes that transport energy outward from the Sun before depositing it in the wind. Alfvénic fluctuations
are a promising candidate for such a process because they are seen in the corona and solar wind and contain significant
energy5–7. Magnetic tension forces the corona to co-rotate with the Sun, but to date any residual rotation reported far from
the Sun has been much smaller than the amplitude of waves and deflections from interacting wind streams8. Here we report
observations of solar-wind plasma at r ' 35RS

9–11, well inside the radius at which stream interactions become important. We
find that the Alfvén waves organize into structured velocity spikes up to minutes long that are associated with propagating
S-like bends in the magnetic-field lines. We detect an increasing azimuthal flow velocity of the solar wind around the Sun,
peaking at 35−50 km s−1, significantly above the amplitude of waves. These flows exceed classical predictions of a few km s−1,
challenging models of circulation in the corona and calling into question our understanding of how stars lose angular momentum
and spin down as they age12–14.

42

Parker Solar Probe (PSP) launched in August 2018 on a Delta IV Heavy rocket. The high energy of the launch combined43

with a gravitational assist from Venus in September 2018, placed PSP into an eccentric orbit with a period of 147 days and44

a perihelion at r = 35.7RS, nearly a factor of two closer to the Sun than any previous mission4. This letter makes use of45

observations collected by instruments on the spacecraft during the first two encounters with the Sun in November 2018 and46

April 2019. While the instruments collect observations at a low rate far from the Sun, the primary science collection at high47

rate occurs during the encounter phase of each orbit at r < 54RS (0.25 au). Encounter one (E1) lasted from 31 October to 1248

November 2018, with the first perihelion occurring at 03:27 UT on 6 November. During these two encounters the longitude of49

PSP relative to the rotating surface of the Sun barely changed; PSP essentially dove down into, and then rose straight up from, a50

single narrow region above the Sun. E1 and E2 data thus describe a handful of specific solar-wind streams.51

Nearly two million thermal energy distribution functions of the solar-wind protons were recorded during E1, and more than52

three times that during E2 (Fig. 1, Extended Data Figure 1). From these distribution functions solar wind proton bulk properties53

such as velocity, density, and temperature are derived. Within any hour interval, the distribution of radial solar-wind speed54



Figure 2. Solar wind fluctuations near closest approach. Near-Sun fluctuations meet Alfvénic criteria, but are organized into
structures and contain density enhancements. (a) magnitude of VpR (blue) and angle θBR of B from radial outwards, (b)
magnitudes of np (green), B (red), and proton thermal speed wp (yellow); (c-e) variation of each vector component of velocity
(blue) and magnetic field (red) in the R, T , and N directions. There is a baseline solar wind speed with ≈ 300km/s and jets
where Vp jumps by ≈ 100km/s. The fluctuations are highly Alfvénic, with equal energy in field and flow, but organized into
structures instead of randomly distributed, and there is evidence of compressions.

VpR was strongly peaked at a minimum value, with a one-sided tail extending to larger VpR. VpR reached its minimum value of55

200 km/s about a quarter of the way though E1 and then steadily rose to about 600 km/s. Numerical simulations and simple56

extrapolations of the observed photospheric magnetic field suggest that PSP spent all of E1 south of the global heliospheric57

current sheet (HCS), in a region with inward magnetic polarity (BR < 0)15. Near the start and end of E1 PSP sampled slow58

wind from near the HCS. Closer to the Sun PSP observed first very slow wind and then fast wind, both of which are thought59

to emerge from a low-latitude coronal hole15. Below 40 RS, VpT has a net positive value, which peaks at closest approach.60

This flow may be the long-sought signature of plasma co-rotation in the corona. The density peaks in the slowest wind, at61

a value of approximately 400 cm−3, about 50 times higher than typical values at 1 au, as expected from mass conservation62

and spherical expansion. The proton temperature Tp and VpR remain positively correlated16. At perihelion the protons are ≈ 463

times hotter than protons with similar VpR at 1 au, consistent with radial scalings reported from earlier missions4. The radial64

component of the magnetic field, BR, increases in magnitude with proximity to the Sun but unexpectedly changes sign many65

times. The pitch-angle (θ ) distribution (PAD) for electrons, or the number of electrons at a given energy as a function of their66

angle relative to B, is a valuable diagnostic of these changes in the direction of B. Here we show the PAD in a 22-eV-wide67

energy channel centered on 314 eV, well above the electron thermal energy. The sharp peak near 180◦ corresponds to the strahl,68

a beam of super-thermal electrons that travel away from the Sun along magnetic-field lines. Near the Sun strahl evolves towards69

small sinθ because of magnetic-moment conservation17. If the reversals in BR seen by PSP result from PSP’s crossing between70

open field lines (connected to the Sun at only one end) with different signs of BR back at the Sun, then the strahl would flip71

between 180◦ and 0◦ each time BR changed sign. Instead, every time BR flips, the strahl maintains its 180◦ orientation, clearly72

indicating that the reversals in BR are due to S-like bends in the magnetic-field lines (Extended Data Figure 2). Closed field73

lines with both ends connected to the Sun and strahl traveling both parallel and anti-parallel to BBB are seen during the arrival of a74

coronal mass ejection on 12 November, following an enhancement in energetic particles18.75

Fig. 2 shows a timeseries of 80 minutes of observations several hours after perihelion illustrating typical velocity and76

magnetic-field fluctuations. About half the time B points radially inward towards the Sun and V sits at a relatively constant77

300km/s. The remaining time includes seven distinct intervals in which B rotates away from its radial-inwards orientation78
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Figure 3. A closer look at a velocity spike. The same formatting is used as in Figure 2, but focused on a single 1,000 second
interval. The left blue region indicates the 105 s period when PSP moved from the ambient plasma into the spike. The central
core of the spike is indicated by the grey region and lasted for 325s, characterized by steady but disturbed flow and field with a
large rotation in B to θB ∼ 70◦, a jump in flow to 343 km s−1. Return from the core spike into ambient solar wind is marked by
the second blue region and took 30s.

and VpR simultaneously jumps and V also rotates, linking the one-sided tail in VpR and the reversals in polarity seen in the E179

overview. These jumps in flow associated with rotations in B and V are similar to one-sided Alfvénic structures first seen farther80

from the Sun6, 7. The spikes seen by PSP are different in that they have larger amplitudes and are often associated with an81

increase in density, np, indicating that the spikes have a non-Alfvénic component. The correlated variations in the components82

of B and V , their relative amplitudes, and the constant value of |B| are consistent with large-amplitude, spherically polarized83

Alfvén waves propagating through the plasma in the anti-Sunward direction, similar to earlier observations5, 19. We can classify84

this wind stream (and indeed much of E1) as Alfvénic slow solar wind20.85

About 1,000 long-duration (> 10 s) and isolated velocity spikes with large rotations in B were identified in E1. (About half86

as many were seen in E2.) Often the spikes can be separated chronologically into a core region with plasma conditions that are87

very different from the ambient solar wind but relatively constant, a comparatively short transition region on one side of the88

core, and a longer transition region on the other side containing large-amplitude fluctuations (See Fig. 3). During the 105s89

transition at the beginning of this spike the flow underwent seven large oscillations of amplitude 150kms−1, possibly resulting90

from Kelvin-Helmoltz instability.91

Equally unexpected as the spikes and BR reversals are the large-amplitude and sustained positive rotational velocities seen92

below 40Rs for E1 and 50RS for E2 (Fig. 4). Net rotation has been reported farther from the Sun, but it was on the same order93

as instrument error and much smaller than the standard deviation in flow due to fluctuations and stream interactions8, 21. Here94

VpT rises to 35 km s−1 (E1) and 50 km s−1 (E2). This is much greater than the variance from fluctuations including the velocity95

spikes, there is no evidence of stream interactions, and the values are much greater than the precision in averaged flows of less96

than 0.5 km s−1 and an absolute error in flow due to a pointing error of less than 3 km s−1 (See Methods). These are the first in97

situ observations of net rotational flow in the solar wind significantly above fluctuations and uncertainty.98

Some level of rotational flow has always been expected in the solar wind near the Sun, as magnetic tension in the corona99

should force the plasma to rotate as the Sun spins. However, the large rotational velocities measured greatly exceed the value100

in the axisymmetric Weber-Davis model13, posing a major challenge to our understanding of the dynamics of the near-Sun101

solar wind. Determining the origin of these tangential flows will be essential for understanding how the Sun loses angular102

momentum and spins down as it ages12, 14, 22. Further studies of the angular momentum should include magnetic fields, waves,103
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Figure 4. Large circulation of solar wind seen near Sun. Averaged rotational flow, VpT , over 1.75RS intervals during E1
(inbound in blue with error bars indicating standard deviation representative of all observations, outbound in purple) and E2
(inbound in red, outbound in yellow) as a function of radial distance. Each symbol is an average over at least 10,000
observations and the values closest to perihelion are averaged over 60,000-230,000 observations. Error bars for E1 inbound
show one s.d. of the individual observations and are representative of the variation for the other 3 phases. The uncertainty in the
mean of VpT is much smaller than the symbols. Current and upcoming perihelia are shown with green triangles. Lines indicate
no rotation (dashed), rigid co-rotation everywhere (red), and the axisymmetric Weber-Davis model (blue).

and other ions. Future PSP orbits will clarify the extent to which these large rotational flows characterize other solar-wind104

streams. These orbits will also provide critical additional diagnostics of the state of the plasma, including turbulence, velocity105

spikes, temperature anisotropy, and particle velocity-distribution functions, at heliocentric distances as small as 9.86RS.106
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Figure Legends145

Figure 1: An overview of the first encounter with the Sun by Parker Solar Probe.146

(a) relative occurrence rate of proton radial speed VpR in one hour intervals. Red triangles are the start and end of the147

high-rate data collection below 54RS and the green triangle indicates perihelion at 35.7Rs. (b) same for transverse component148

VpT of proton velocity in solar equatorial plane, (c) proton number density np, (d) proton temperature Tp, (e) radial component149

of magnetic field BR, (f) electron pitch-angle distribution, and (g) 20−200 keV proton rate. The date, distance r, and latitude λ150

relative to the solar equator are indicated at daily intervals.151

Figure 2: Solar wind fluctuations near closest approach.152

Near-Sun fluctuations meet Alfvénic criteria, but are organized into structures and contain density enhancements. (a)153

magnitude of VpR (blue) and angle θBR of B from radial outwards, (b) magnitudes of np (green), B (red), and proton thermal154

speed wp (yellow); (c-e) variation of each vector component of velocity (blue) and magnetic field (red) in the R, T , and N155

directions. There is a baseline solar wind speed with ≈ 300km/s and jets where Vp jumps by ≈ 100km/s. The fluctuations are156

highly Alfvénic, with equal energy in field and flow, but organized into structures instead of randomly distributed, and there is157

evidence of compressions.158

Figure 3: A closer look at a velocity spike.159

The same formatting is used as in Figure 2, but focused on a single 1,000 second interval. The left blue region indicates the160

105 s period when PSP moved from the ambient plasma into the spike. The central core of the spike is indicated by the grey161

region and lasted for 325s, characterized by steady but disturbed flow and field with a large rotation in B to θB ∼ 70◦, a jump in162

flow to 343 km s−1. Return from the core spike into ambient solar wind is marked by the second blue region and took 30s.163

Figure 4: Large circulation of solar wind seen near Sun.164

Averaged rotational flow, VpT , over 1.75RS intervals during E1 (inbound in blue with error bars indicating standard deviation165

representative of all observations, outbound in purple) and E2 (inbound in red, outbound in yellow) as a function of radial166

distance. Each symbol is an average over at least 10,000 observations and the values closest to perihelion are averaged over167

60,000-230,000 observations. Error bars for E1 inbound show one s.d. of the individual observations and are representative168

of the variation for the other 3 phases. The uncertainty in the mean of VpT is much smaller than the symbols. Current and169

upcoming perihelia are shown with green triangles. Lines indicate no rotation (dashed), rigid co-rotation everywhere (red), and170

the axisymmetric Weber-Davis model (blue).171

Extended Data Figure 1: An overview of the second encounter with the Sun by Parker Solar Probe.172

In the same format as Fig. 1. Spikes in the velocity are again seen coincident with the magnetic field reversals, but the jump173

in speed is smaller, likely because the Alfvén speed was slower in E2 than E1. The density at perihelion is substantially lower.174
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Extended Data Figure 2: Schematic of an ”S-shaped” magnetic structure creating a field reversal, heat flux reversal, and175

spike in velocity.176

This figure illustrates the possible geometry of an ”S-shaped” propagating Alfvénic disturbance (gray box) and how it177

would appear to the spacecraft (black square) as it flew through the spike on the green trajectory. The light lines with arrows178

indicate the configuration of the magnetic field, with all field lines ultimately pointed back to the Sun. Arrows at each black179

square indicate the vector velocity (blue), electron strahl (orange), and magnetic field (red) seen by the spacecraft. If this was a180

purely Alfvénic structure then the spike would move away from the Sun anti-parallel to B at the local Alfvén speed, CA. In the181

frame of the spike the shape of the structure would be static, with plasma flowing in along field lines on the upper left and182

through the spike, emerging at the lower right, always flowing at CA. In the frame of the spacecraft, the constant flow along183

field lines in the propagating spike frame would translate into a radial increase of V by CA when B was perpendicular to R, and184

a maximum jump of 2CA when B was completely inverted. Since the heat flux escapes away from the Sun, it would rotate so as185

to always be anti-parallel to B and appear to be flowing back to the Sun at the center of this disturbance.186

Methods187

Data Collection and Analysis The data presented in this letter were collected over the course of the first two encounters of188

the Sun by Parker Solar Probe in November 2018 and April 2019. This study makes use of all of the in situ instruments on189

the spacecraft. Thermal plasma properties are measured by the PSP SWEAP instrument suite10, including the Solar Probe190

(SPC) Cup, SPAN electron, and SPAN ion plasma data. Magnetic field data from the outboard FIELDS magnetometer was also191

used11, 15, along with energetic particle rates as seen by IS� IS18. SPC measures the reduced distribution function of ionized192

hydrogen and helium and the two dimensional flow angles of the ions as a function of energy/charge. These measurements are193

performed at least once per second and typically more than four times per second throughout the encounter phase of each orbit194

(below 0.25 au or 54 Rs). This paper uses moments of the entire SPC proton distribution function to calculate a total effective195

proton velocity, density, and radial component of the temperature. While the SPAN ion sensor generally did not view the peak196

of the proton velocity distribution, the overlapping region seen by SPAN and SPC has been compared to confirm that there are197

no gross offsets in calibration or derived plasma properties such as velocity, but this technique will be more accurate when the198

solar wind flows into SPAN closer to the Sun. Observations of electrons with a center energy of 314 eV and width of 22 eV by199

the two SPAN electron sensors were combined, along with the FIELDS determination of the magnetic field direction, to create200

the electron pitch angle distributions.201

All underlying data are being archived and will be available for download at the NASA Space Physics Data Facility in202

November 201923. Additional SWEAP data and information are available at the SWEAP web page24. Data were analyzed and203

graphics developed in the Interactive Data Language (IDL).204

Statistics The distributions of plasma properties in Fig. 1 and Extended Data Figure 1 were produced with one hour205

time resolution. During the encounters the time resolution of the plasma instrument ranged from slightly more than one206

measurement per second to more than four measurements per second, so each column in those panels represents the distribution207

of approximately 3,600-14,400 measurements. All error bars indicate one standard deviation (s.d.) of the measurements from208

the mean. At least 10,000 and generally more than 80,000 observations are used in calculating the mean transverse flow VpT in209

Figure 4.210

Estimates of Uncertainty The absolute accuracy of the Solar Probe Cup (SPC) ion measurements are summarized here.211

As verified in ground testing, the absolute accuracy for VpR is less than 0.01% over a measurable range of approximately 119212

km/s to 1065 km/s. The absolute accuracy in temperature is similarly negligible over a measurable range of approximately213

7.3 kK to 21.1 MK (i.e. thermal speeds of 11 km/s to 600 km/s). Speeds and temperatures at the extremes of these ranges214

are subject to systematic considerations, but no such measurements have been presented here. The accuracy of the density215

measurement is determined by comparison with the plasma frequency as observed by FIELDS11. Thus the absolute accuracy216

of the SPC density measurement is estimated at ≈ 1% and is no worse than 3%. The absolute accuracy for off-radial flow217

components are verified via spacecraft roll maneuvers about the SPC symmetry axis. For solar wind fluxes typical of the first218

two encounters, the uncertainty associated with this calibration corresponds to a typical absolute accuracy of ≈0.5 degrees.219

For 400 km s−1 solar wind this corresponds to an expected error in VpT of 3−4 km s−1, which is much smaller than the net220

rotational flow observed.221

Signatures of Alfvénic Fluctuations In discussing Fig. 2 we stated that the correlation of fluctuations in components222

of B and V were generally indicative of outward propagating Alfvén waves. Consider vector waves or fluctuations ∆V and223

∆B superimposed on a steady background B◦ and V◦. In the long wavelength fluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) limit224

Alfvén waves propagate exactly parallel or anti-parallel to B◦, are dispersionless and do not compress the plasma, and there225

is a simple linear relationship ∆B =±DA∆V, where DA = (np +4nα)
0.5Θ/21.8 (nT km−1 s), densities are in units of cm−3,226

and Θ = (1−β‖+β⊥)
−0.55. Here Θ is a correction for thermal pressure anisotropy where β‖ is the ratio of parallel plasma227

pressure to magnetic pressure and β⊥ is the ratio of perpendicular plasma pressure to B. For this period we find that on average228
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np = 220 cm−3, β‖ = 0.202, and β⊥ = 0.315. SPC and SPAN were not configured optimally to measure the ionized helium229

abundance nα , so assuming the typical range 0.5 < nα/np < 4.5% we expect DA = 0.68−0.74 (nT km−1 s). We find DA for230

each of the RT N components to be 0.71,1.09,0.70 (nT km−1 s), so the R and N components are exactly within the expected231

range and the fluctuations in the T direction are about 33% higher. It is common for the DA to be different for each component232

of the velocity5. We then used the calculated value of DA to rescale the range of the vector components of B so they should233

overlap with V if the fluctuations were purely Alfvénic. The sign of the relation between ∆B and ∆V is given by the sign of234

−k ·B◦, where k is the wavevector and gives the direction of propagation, and B is an average direction of the field over a long235

time scale. Since the ambient direction of the magnetic field outside the large amplitude fluctuations points towards the Sun and236

the correlations are overwhelmingly positive this means we are seeing outward waves.237

Identification of velocity spikes. Isolated velocity spikes were identified by looking for all intervals in each encounter238

where the orientation of the magnetic field started in the quiet configuration pointed nearly towards the Sun, rotated more than239

45◦ away from the quiet configuration for at least 10 seconds, and then returned back to the original direction. Candidate events240

were then examined manually to identify starting and ending times.241

Methods References242

23. NASA’s Space Physics Data Facility https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/.243

244
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Extended Data – Online Supporting Materials285

286

Extended Data Figure 1: An overview of the second encounter with the Sun by Parker Solar Probe.287

In the same format as Fig. 1. Spikes in the velocity are again seen coincident with the magnetic field reversals. A net288

positive VpT is seen at the second perihelion.289
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290

Extended Data Figure 2: Schematic of an “S-shaped” magnetic structure creating a field reversal, heat flux reversal, and291

spike in velocity.292

This figure illustrates the possible geometry of an ”S-shaped” propagating Alfvénic disturbance (gray box) and how it293

would appear to the spacecraft (black square) as it flew through the spike on the green trajectory. The light lines with arrows294

indicate the configuration of the magnetic field, with all field lines ultimately pointed back to the Sun. Arrows at each black295

square indicate the vector velocity (blue), electron strahl (orange), and magnetic field (red) seen by the spacecraft. If this was a296

purely Alfvénic structure then the spike would move away from the Sun anti-parallel to B at the local Alfvén speed, CA. In the297

frame of the spike the shape of the structure would be static, with plasma flowing in along field lines on the upper left and298

through the spike, emerging at the lower right, always flowing at CA. In the frame of the spacecraft, the constant flow along299

field lines in the propagating spike frame would translate into a radial increase of V by CA when B was perpendicular to R, and300

a maximum jump of 2CA when B was completely inverted. Since the heat flux flows away from the Sun, it would rotate so as to301

always be anti-parallel to B and appear to be flowing back to the Sun at the center of this disturbance.302
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